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ELECTRON-TEMPERATUREREQUIREMENTSFOR NEUTRALIZEDINERTML-
CONFINEMEBIT-FUSIONLIGNT-ION BEAM

Don S. Lemons
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New?lexico 87501 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Because of their large self-space-charge fields, light ion beam
d’ivers of ●nergy ●nd power sufficient to achieve inertial confinement
fusion (lCF) cannot be focused on ● small fuel pellet unless neutraliz~d.
Even if initially neutralized with comoving ●lectrons, theme beams will
not stay neutralized ●nd focus during propagation through a vacuum chamber
unless the initial thermal ●nergy of the neutrali~ing ●lectrons is suf-
ficiently small. In this paper we discuss the ●ffects which contribute to
the ●ffective initial temperature c+f the neutralizing ●lectrons, including
compressional shock heatina. We also employ ● simple heuri6tic model to
construct ●nvelope ●quations which govern axial ●s well ●a radial beam
compression and use them to predict the largest initial ●lectron tempera-
ture conristmt with the requirwl beam compression. This temperature for
typical light ion beam syst~ms is about ten ●V--a temperature which may be
possible to achievr,

INITIAL ELECTRONTEMPERATURE

The electron, rather than the ion temperature or ●pittance, limlts

the final l.wam siz~ O! iorusrd neutralized liaht ion beams. This 1s

because the elertrons arr highly mohil~ rornparrd to the ione. Therciorr,

any ●lectrostatic !ield rnrrgy m~rn by thr rlrrtronti durin~ th~ nrutrnl-

ization procrss will be trans!errt=rl to thr el?rtronti. Thrsr hot ~lectrons

will becomr hottrr as thr twain !oruRcDs and cvrntual]y arr~st beam foruslng

by spendina progr~ssively mor~ tlmr oIItsIt?ts th~ ion brain. In nthrr words.

●ven in “neutrnlizcd” light Ion hcamst 1011 spacr chargr r~pulfiion 1$

dominant,

The worst poti~iblc nrutrnlizatlon orrurk uhrn ●ll thr ●lcctrostatlr

field ●n~rRy in ● bare ion hram is transferred to thr el?ctrons. This

could happen during ~idc injrrtion of nrutrn]izing ●lectronc ●nd result in

k~V ●lectron tempcraturcn. (1)

Lower initial ●lectron tcmperaturt’s can IxB ●chipvrd by passinR thr

ion brain throufjh ● planma ur othrr rlectron source and allowinR cpacr

charg~ fields to ●rc~l~ratr th~ ●l?ctrons to the Ion upe~d. Onu-dimml-

sional particle simulations oi this prores~ indicate that chargr all(l



current neutralization results in an initial three-dimensional electron

temperature of approximately 1./20 the energy of an electron comoving with

the beam.(2) For a 5 l’leV He~l beam this temperature is 34 eV. Somewhat

lower initial t.emperatures ❑ay be possible if the accelerated electrons

are accelerated smoothly up to the ion speed with externally applied

fields. {3)

ELECTRONSHOCKHEATING

It is not commonly known that there is a lower bound on the initial

electron temperature below which the focusing ions will produce shocks in

thr neutralizing electrons. Such shocks will heat the el~ctrons and

possibly the ions during the beam compression more rapidly than the usual

aaiabatic heating law describes. Therefore, neutralizing the beam with

electrons cooler than this shock heating limit does not result in a pro-

portionate decrease in the final beam size.

The shock heating limit can be understood in terms of a simple model.

The model is that of a cold gas inside a rontainer, one wall of which is a

piston compressing the gas. The container and piston represent the

shrinking potential well of the focusing ion beam while the cold gas

represents the iritial state of ‘he neutralizing electrons. Light ion

beams will in general be focused axially as well as radially; here we

confine the model to a one-dimen~ional compression.

As the piston begins to compress the gas, the gas particl~s adjacent

to it are struck and rebound with a speed which is twice the speed of the

moving piston. These race ahead of the piston, rrflect from the op~usitr

wall, return to the piston, rebound ~gnin and so on, If the gas is colli-

~ionless, it becomes a collection of interpenetrating streams. Eventually

the gas becomes so energetic the average particle s,peed is large comparrd

to the piston speed and further compression is in accordance with the

adiabatic gas law,

A qualitative description of such shock heatin~ is contained in

Ref. (4) from which wc reproduc~ Fig, 1. There the P-V relation or

●quivalently the P-L r~lation, where L is thr piston-wall separation and

P is the ptessure ●xerted by the gas on th~ piston for a shock comprr~-

tion, is -hewn (eolid line). In contrast to what happens during a

quasistatic compression, P jumps dlacontin’inualy e~ch time the l~ading g;~s

stream begins ● n~w collision with the piston. In thr limit of largr

compressions, the P-L relation approaches an ediabnt (dashed linr), whic!l

according to Fig. 1 is also ● rough approximation to thr romplrte P-L



relation. For our purpose, the important parameter is the initial gas

temperature, T, which corresponds to this adiabat, explicitly

P
2

❑ u
T=r=+

o
(1)

where p. is the initial gas density, m is the gas particle mass, and U. is

the piston compression epeed.

We take T from Eq, (1) as the approximate ohock heating limited

electron temperature for a focused neutralized ion beam. For a radially

focusing beam, U. = ~ where ~ is the time rate of charge of the radial

beam envelope so that

2m
2

‘ivb
~ (:)~T=-

i
(2)

where me(mi) is the electron (ion) mass. For ● neutralized beam of 5 tleV

HL:] ions focused at a half angle e where tan O = 0.1, T = 4.5 eV. It is

unlikely that neutralizing the beam with cooler elertrons will result in

better radial focusing.

ENVELOPEEQUATIONS

In the previous srctions we discussed the initial neutralizing elc’r-

tron temprraturr likely to result from an actual neutralizaticr, procwss

●nd the electron tcmprrature br]ow which there will he electron shock

heating. In this section wc derive dynamic ~quations for the axial ax

well as rudia] beam enveloprs. From thrir energy intr~rals, W(J roil

●xtract thr mnximum allowed initiill electron trmpcraturrs ronsistrnt with

thr required brain focusin~.

EnvF1opr ~quations for nrutralizrd beam~ can, undrr certain rendi-

tions, hr drrivcd by ttikin. MS avrragr~ O! sin~lc particle tritjrt”-

tories, (5) Herr WCIprrfcr to motivatr thr rnvrlopr equations by appral to

a nimple hruristir modrl. Thr modr] is vi~lid und[’r the following rendi-

tions:

(3) the ions ● re cold,



(4) the electron Debye length is small compared to beam
dimensions,

!5) R <c WL)V Where R and L are the radial and axial beam
henvelope di ensions.

Condition (1) is gener~.ly required of all ●nvelope equations. Under

condition (2-4) the ion beam ●nvelope dynamica may be ❑odeled as if all

the inn ● ass were concentrated ●t the radial ●nd ●xial ●nvelope and the

●lectrons ●re a warm gas filling the volume contained in the ion beam

●nvelope. Condition (5) allows the ●nvelope shape to be approximately a

cylinder. This last condition may, in fact, be violated during the

initial compression, that iu, the beam may look more like a cone than a

cylinder.

In this ❑odel the ion beam envelope from the beam center of mass

point of view defines a shrinking cylinder during beam compression, illus-

trated in Fig. 2. The warm ●lectron gas ●xerts ● pressure on the ●nvelope

which opposen the inertia ●ssociated with beam compression or focusing.

Xn general, the ●lectron pressure need not be isotropic, and the beam

●nvelope need not compress self-similarly in the sense that the beam

●nvelope radius, R, ●nd length, L, maintain a cons+ant ratio,

The ●quations of motion for R and L are, therefore,

,,

miR = (2nRL)P* (3)

and

,,

miL ❑ (nR2)P,, (4)

where the ●lectron prc~~urrs P~and Pl, arc defined with thr ideal gas

equations of state

TA

‘A=— nR2L

and

.LL
’11 *2L

(5)

(6)

in terms of the temprraturrs TA ●nd T,l. Combining Eqs. (3) and (5) and

Eqs. (4) ●nd (6) ●nd El:a. (5) ●nd (7) gives



.. 2T4
miR = ~ (7)

and

m~=h
i L“ (8)

In Eqs. (3-8) the subscripts “~’ and “II” denote, respectively, transverse

or radial and ●xial quantities (see Fig. 2). In addition to Eqs. (7-8)

there is an independent ●nergy integral

mii2 ❑ii2 ‘1I
7- ‘T+ L+T= constant (9)

which comes directly from the first law of thermodynamics applied to this

system.

The three Eqs. ~7-9) contain four unknowns. Therefore, a fourth

condition is required to solve. !iere we consider several possibilities:

1. Self-Similar Compression, If the beam axial and radial ●nvelopes

compress at the same rate, an initially isotropic ●lectron temperature

will remain isotropic. Therefore, it has been suggested that self-similar

beam compression is d~sirable in order to ●void temperature ●niaotropy

driven plasma instabilities.(6) In fact, the self-similar compression

description, R = fL where f is a constant, and ?-nperature isotropy,

TA ❑ T11’ ● re inconsistent r~quir~mmts except for f = 42, as substitution

o. these conditions into Eqs. (7-8) will show, In actual light ion ICF

beams f S 0,1.

2. No Coylin~ Betw~en Ii and ?lotion. In this approximation the—. .—— ...- .. —-- .. —.
axial and radial compressiol~s orrur independently and the electrons bii~t,

●ssumin~ their initial temperatures are ●bove th~ shock heating limit,

according to two indcpend~nt adiabatic heating law~

TAR2
2

❑ TJORO

and

L2TIIL2 =7100 ‘

[10)

(:1)

Her~ the subscript “o” dmote~ ●n initial condition. There is one rrdun-

dant ●quation ●mong the set of Eqs. (?-11).

Assume there is juot ?nou2h ion inertia to ●chieve thr denired com-

WPmnn{nn Thmn mt t.hp fncal time. denoted bv the submcript “f”, ~z = O



and if ❑ 0. Therefore, from Eqs. (7-8) and (10-11) the required initial

temperature% T ~ and Tllo may be found in terms of the compression ratios

Ro/Rf and Lo/Lf

d:/2
To=

(Ro/Rf)2 - I
(12)

and

m~~
. (13)

‘110 = (Lo/Lf)2 - 1

Equation (12) has been obtained previously (5,7) and more strictly limits

the initial electron temperature than Eq. (13). For example, consider the

parameters fram a recent propozal: (% mifi~/2 = tan20, miV~/2 = (.1)2

5 lleV = 50 keV, Ro/Rf = 100, mi~~/2 = 2 HeV, and Lo/Lf ❑ 10. In this case

TJo ❑ 5 ‘v and Tllo = 40 ‘ev”
The requirement that the maximum allowed transverse temperature as

determined by Eq. (14) exceed the transverse compr~ssion shock heating

temperature given by Eq. (2) leads to the following requirement

(16)

A graph of the allowrd paramctrr regime in trrms of the radial compression

ratio, Ro/Rf, and atomic number, z where m, = z(1836)me is show~l in
1

Fig. 3.

3. Co~lcte Co~lin~ Ktwren [1 andl Motion. Accnuding to thf’
----.- —.— ---- -..—-. ..—-. —----- --————

foregoing analysis, the assumption of no transversr=axial coupling will

lead to th~ drvclopment o! a tempcraturr anl!mtropy in an ini~.i~llly

isotropir el~rtron gas. This anisotropy could ill turn driw thv t.’mpcr~-

ture anisotropy Writwl instability. Whilr thr drlrtrriou~ vf!’ret o!

this in~tability has not hem invest~gate’d, it cOUld Octllally aid b~’illll

focusing by keeping the ~lertron Lemprraturr nwir isotropy and rrlirviu~

the transverse elpctrnn ]~rr~~urr. Frin~inR firlds will al~o contrilnitr tl~

th~ name ●nd.

Here we conRjdrr the isotropic limit wiLli TA = T,, in whirh CaNI* 111~’

rncrgy ●quat:on can bc rrplarrd with a BinRle adiabatir law



(17)T3/2R2L = T~/2R~Lo .

Humphries has solved Eqs. (7) and (17) with T~=Tll = T and ~ =

constant. It ia, however, just as convenient to sclve Eqs. (7-8) and

(17) with TA = T,, = T exactly. We show only one solution to illustrate

that the required initial electron temperature, To, is reduced below those

given byEq. (14).

Normalized beam envelopes during about the last tenth of their

trajectories before reaching the point of radial focus is shown in Fig, 4.

Initial conditio.ls in this example are shown in the figure caption. Note

tlat a radial compression, Ro/Rf, of about 100 is reached with an initial

temperature of 20 ●V. Without coupling of the transverse and axial

motion, Eq. (12) indicates an initial temperature of no more than 5 eV is

required.

CONCLUS1ON

The temperature of the neutralizing electrons required to obtain a

100 to 1 radial compression of a tvpical 5 tieV lie:] light ion ICF beam is

between about > to 20 rV dcprnding on the coupling between transverse and

axial electron motion. This is slightly below what has been demonstrated

possible with passive neutralization schemes

heating limit, Thi~ suggrsts that effrrtive

is possible but diffirult.
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